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Introducing Romo’s very first collection of Decorative Outdoor 
Weaves, Mokolo. Combining contemporary style with practicality 

and durability, a desirable mix of intriguing geometrics and 
statement designs create an inspiring arrangement of characterful 

decorative weaves. 

This playful collection brings Romo’s signature look to an outdoor 
scheme in an array of vibrant shades and exciting textures. 

MOKOLO 
Decorative Outdoor Weaves



Patuca Ituri LopezMokolo Esker

High colourfastness to light  |  Mould and mildew resistant
Stain resistant  |  High colourfastness to chlorine and sea water

Oeko-Tex certified  |  Washable at 40 degrees
Breathable
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AT TRIBUTES



Please contact us for price information, samples 
and images, we are also happy to arrange 
interviews and offer expert commentary from 
our designers.

UK
Iain Niven - iain.niven@romo.com
0207 352 7801

USA
Tamar Mashigian - tamar@cdecor.com
310-276-5001

Europe
Beatrice Bonzi - beatrice.bonzi@romo.com
+44 (0)1623 727000

About Romo
The founding brand of The Romo Group, Romo 
is renowned for its assorted library of classic and 
contemporary designs and versatile plains, offering 
a diverse style and timeless elegance enriched with a 
sophisticated colour palette.
Led by Design Director Emily Mould, the Romo 
studio is a continuous hub of activity and creativity, 
an Aladdin’s cave of sketches, paintings, fabric 
and colour charts, the studio walls are a constant 
source of inspiration. Each launch the designers 
research new ideas, finding inspiration in an array of 
influences from travel and fashion to nature and the 
outdoors.
Romo is part of The Romo Group, a family run 
business in its fifth generation. The range is available 
worldwide through an extensive network of selected 
interior designers and retail outlets.


